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Ref. No. MSEDCL/CE/PP/Comments/ No 10864 Date: 14 MAY 2018

To,
The Hon’ble Secretary,
Central Electricity Regulatory Commission,
3 rd & 4th Floor, Chandralok Building,
36, Janpath, New Delhi -110 001.

Sub: Inviting Suggestion/Comments on Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (Sharing of interstate Transmission Charges and Losses) Regulations, Sixth Amendment 2018

Ref: 1. L.No. L-1/44/2010-CERC dated 27th April 2018

Respected Sir,

This is in reference to notice published by Hon’ble CERC on its website Inviting Suggestion/Comments on Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (Sharing of interstate Transmission Charges and Losses) Regulations, Sixth Amendment 2018.

MSEDCL’s comments in the subject matter are as follows:

Presently Transmission line projects costing nearly Rs. 57,000 Crs are in progress & are proposed to be commissioned within next 18 Months. Further new Transmission line projects for evacuation of power from proposed & to be proposed RE projects, are in planning stage. After completion of all ongoing interstate Transmission line project, Yearly Transmission charge would increase tremendously which will result in further increase POC charges. Hence detail study is necessary to work out impact of waiver of POC charges & losses for RE generation on POC charges, after completion of all ongoing Transmission line projects (taking into considering approved Intra-State Transmission line project). The possibility of funding of green corridor projects under PSDF scheme needs to be explored.

It is requested to consider MSEDCL’s view, as above, in the subject matter.

Chief Engineer

Power Purchase, MSEDCL
Copy s.w.c.to:
1. Director (Commercial), MSEDCL, Corporate office, Mumbai.

Copy to:
1. OSD to CMD, MSEDCL, Corporate office Mumbai.
2. Superintending Engineer(LM), MSEDCL, Kalwa, Navi Mumbai.